Mutation analysis of Taiwanese Wilson disease patients.
Wilson disease (WD) is an autosomal recessive disorder of copper metabolism, which is caused by mutation in copper-transporting ATPase (ATP7B). In the present study, we report a molecular diagnosis method to screen the WD chromosome in patients or in heterozygotic carriers in Taiwan. Exons 8, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, and 18 of ATP7B are selected for the screening of mutations. The most common mutation, Arg778Leu or Arg778Gln, was first screened by PCR-RFLP then we combined single-stranded conformation polymorphism (SSCP) analysis followed by direct DNA sequencing on the DNA fragments with mobility shift on SSCP analysis. The diagnostic rate was compared with standard ATP7B whole gene sequencing analysis. Ten different mutations were identified among 29 WD patients; among them four were novel (Ala1168Pro, Thr1178Ala, Ala1193Pro, and Pro1273Gln). The false positive rates were tested against 100 normal individuals and listed as follows: exon 8: 5%; exon 11: 4%; exon 12: 6%; exon 13: 5%; exon 16: 5%; exon 17: 3%; exon 18: 4%. The Arg778Leu mutation exhibited the highest allelic frequency (43.1%). The detection rate of WD chromosomes is 65.52%, which is as sensitive as whole gene sequencing scanning. According to our results, WD chromosomes in Taiwan are predominantely located at exons 8, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, and 18. The standard sequencing analysis on the entire gene is time consuming. We recommend screening these 7 exons first on those individuals who have a higher risk in having WD, before whole gene and promoter sequencing analysis in Taiwan.